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chapter 5.3: user and kernel spaces: moving on from i/o, we explore user and kernel spaces.
understanding this, we will be able to adapt and better understand the i/o and ldm driver

methods we will implement in subsequent chapters. chapter 5.4: i/o: in this chapter, we explore
and adapt a write i/o system call to our shutdown and maui i/o system calls. our next step is

mapping these calls to our driver, and in this chapter, we see how this is accomplished. chapter
5.5: security, i/o kernel interception, and drivers: the chapter begins by explaining security

frameworks. next, we see how linux implements it, and how a hacker can exploit it. we then see
how to bypass the kernel's interrupt handling, and attach a new driver to the kernel at all times.

we also see how we can intercept all the api calls and intercept the kernel's request, and
redirect them to our own. we also see how our driver translates to a linux i/o system call, and

how it maps to the ldm driver we will implement. chapter 5.6: creating our gldr driver: next, we
focus on creating our gldr, which is the secret chapter, and the reason why i decided to do this
instructable! we also see how we can translate our own ldm driver to the hardware i/o system
calls we will implement next. chapter 5.7: gldr i/o mapping, we dive into i/o, ldm, and mapping

our ldm driver to the kernel's i/o api calls. this is where we get to read and write to devices, and
where we get to interface our own ldm driver.
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